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Fogg Dam Field Day 

‘The Wonder of Wetlands’ on Sunday 23 April 
 
In response to many requests we’ve organized another Field Day.  Do come for a fantastic 
program to interest all the family from 8 am to 1 pm, including:  

 talks about migratory birds; climate change; weeds; fire; snake ecology; and an 
artist’s observations of nature. 

 guided walks will find birds, dragonflies, butterflies and native plants. 
 activities for children include a treasure hunt, discovering birds, what’s in water, a 

croc wise talk, stories and more.  
 
A demonstration of our drone will show how it can assist management of the dam. 
 
There will be food, fun, stalls to explore and great prizes to be won. 
 
Details of the program can be found at:   www.foggdam.com .au   OR 
Facebook event page:   www.facebook.com/events/198245500676461/  
 

Volunteers to help 
If you can spare an hour or two to help on the day, please contact Pauline at email:  
territoryfun@yahoo.com.au  or mobile:  0438 686 144. 
 
This Field Day is supported by Territory Natural resource Management through funding 
from the Australian Government’s National Landcare programme. 
 

                            

In this issue: 

- The Sunday 23 April Field Day. 

- Death of historic Humpty Doo Rice Project farmer, Ted Kilpatrick. 

- Major Community Grant application to fund a Mudd-ox All Terrain Vehicle. 

- The Earth Hour guided night-time walk on Saturday 25 March.  

- Working Bees. 

- Small Community Benefit Grant to acquire a drone and train pilots. 

- Membership. 
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Vale E.I. (Ted) Kilpatrick 

It is with regret we advise the death of FOFD’s first  

Honorary Member, E.I. (Ted) Kilpatrick in Canberra 

on 29 December 2016. 

Ted came to the Territory in 1956 from the Riverina 

area of New South Wales to work on the Humpty Doo 

Rice Project with by Territory Rice Limited, a joint 

USA-Australia company. Investors included Hollywood 

TV and film stars and Mainguard, Australia’s first 

Merchant bank. 

After Territory Rice Ltd wound up in 1960, Ted, 

with Don Buck, Arthur and Bob Parker formed 

Rice Development Pty Ltd and continued growing 

rice until 1964.   

Later Ted worked for the  Commonwealth  

Government’s NT Administration and arranged for 

one of the rice harvesters to be preserved at  

Berrimah farm. 

Recognising there was a lot of misinformation 

about the rice project, Ted set the record straight in 

1998 writing “Commercial Rice at Humpty Doo  

1954-1964 “. Ted was active in scouting and long 

distance running,  competing at Master Games  Ted and his wife Hilary maintaining equipment 

They could grow rice! 

Major Community Grant Application 

Once again our application for a Major Community Grant to acquire a Mudd-ox all terrain 

vehicle for weed control work at Fogg Dam and support other community groups at nearby 

Reserves was unsuccessful, despite the written support of 3 politicians, and 10 groups  

representing tourism and environment interests.  Unfortunately this  means weeds of  

National significance like the Olive hymenachne that we have largely brought under  

control will spread and become a significant problem again. 

A new application has been submitted with the result expected at the end of June. 
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Earth Hour Wildlife Walk 

Saturday 25 March, when FOFD organised an Earth Hour 

wildlife walk at Fogg Dam, turned out to be very wet. But 

fortunately, during the introduction at the Rotunda, the 

rain cleared for a fascinating night of discovery.  

About 20 people began with torches off to appreciate the 

dark and listen to nocturnal calls. It was beautiful  

wandering along the Woodland to Waterlily Walk with trees 

reflecting in the water and droplets of water on lily leaves  

sparkling like diamonds.  

So many frogs plus lizards and birds sleeping in trees and a few  

spiders were seen. Thanks to all who came and especially Tim 

Porter, Scott van Barneveid, David and Kim McLachlan who were 

great guides and Debbie Louez taking photographs. Photographs 

and a list of findings were posted on the FOFD Facebook page.  

  View from the eastern dam wall lookout following work by Parks to clear weed mat. 26 March 2017  

Some of the Earth Hour photos by Debbie Louez 

Young Jacana on lily leaf 

Giant water beetle 
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Working Bees 

This year working bees in January, February 

and March included hand weeding, pruning 

and tidying fallen branches along both walks, 

and cleaning interpretive signs. 

  

 

 

Each was followed by a short presentation  on  

aspects of the research being undertaken by  

Masters and PhD students of the University of 

Sydney Tropical Ecology Research Unit based 

Woodland to Waterlily Walk, February 2017 

Small Community Benefit Grant 

Last year FOFD obtained a “Small Community 

Benefit Grant” to acquire a drone and train an 

operator to CASA standard. A DJI Phantom 4 

drone or UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) was 

purchased and two FOFD members,  

Pauline Cass and Lucy Black, undertook  

training through Fly UAS and gained their 

UAV licences. The grant has been acquitted. 

Another FOFD member is undertaking 

training with Fly UAS in May. This course will be 

funded under a Territory NRM grant through the Australian Government’s National Land-

Flight training at Fred’s Pass Reserve: Lucy Black 

MEMBERSHIP 

Member renewals are due on 31 March. Your membership is valued and helps us to protect 

and enhance the natural biodiversity of Fogg Dam.  

Please check whether you’ve renewed your membership or, if not a member, please consider 

joining: Family $20 a year, single $15, pensioner/student $10. 


